
of Sodom. Why not? Because he felt that it would be a 

great Chilul Hashem if people said that ‘Avraham has 

to come on to this wicked and evil person.’ 

So much was his concern of desecrating the name 

of Hashem even slightly, that he refused to accept the 

smallest gift from the King of Sodom - not even a string 

or a shoelace! As a reward for his preventing even the 

smallest Chilul Hashem, Hashem Yisbarach caused 

that his descendants for all time will bring out the 

greatest Kiddush Hashem with these two precious 

Mitzvos! The Tefillin and Tzitzis bring out a true glory 

to Hakadosh Baruch Hu each and every time they are 

worn by each and every Jew! 

What is fascinating to note, however (besides for 

the beautiful idea above), is the difference between the 

reward of a tzaddik, and that of a rasha.  

When Avraham Avinu performed a good deed, the 

reward came to him in that which he treasures most: more 

Mitzvos! When a rasha does something good, Hashem 

pays him in the way that he wants to be paid most: 

more glory or more money and pleasures in this world! 

One example is the fact that Nevuchadnetzar mer-

ited royalty because a few footsteps that he took in 

honor of Hashem Yisbarach. And so it is by all the 

reward of the wicked; they receive what they cherish 

most. 

The most important lesson that emerges from all 

of the above is that we should try and grow in our 

appreciation of true values and priorities. While we 

must surely appreciate all the goodness that Hashem 

always bestows upon us, we must simultaneously try 

to fine-tune the things that we rejoice in, by emphasiz-

ing to ourselves and our families how beloved it is to 

do a Mitzvah. To spend more money on our Mitzvos 

(such as Lulav and Esrog) than we do on our gashmius 

acquisitions; to look forward to Shabbos day more 

than, Rachmana litzlan, leaving it; to get excited over 

Tosafos more than the Yankees winning or losing the 

game–that is how we begin to show ourselves and 

Hashem what is truly most important to us, forever. 

Besiyata diShmaya. 
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I once heard a very powerful thought from Rav 

Ephraim Wachsman shlita. When Chazal teach us that 

one should increase his joy during the month of Adar, 

what does that really mean? Although there are a 

number of explanations of what Chazal refer to, the 

staggering explanation Rav Wachsman gave over was 

that one must try and raise up the things that cause him 

joy. Meaning to say: everyone has their ‘thing’ that 

brings them the greatest simcha in life. For some it is a 

good steak, for others it is a new article of clothing, 

and for others it is a very good song. 

 For some people – on an even higher plane – a 

song might be nice and even enjoyable, but nothing 

gives them as much joy as a Dvar Torah; it is truly 

their greatest source of simcha in this world.  

Chazal are teaching us that a person has to try and 

slowly raise the level of that which gives him joy, as he 

grows. For the Chazon Ish, for example, a new car was 

not the ultimate joy for him; a new understanding in 

the Gemara was the greatest joy and fulfillment that he 

would want. Each year, as we get older, Be’ezras 

Hashem, we should try and raise our sources of joy 

just a notch higher. 

In a similar vein, it is amazing to note the differ-

ences in reward that Hashem gave to Avraham Avinu 

and, lihavdil, the wicked men of history, for good 

deeds that they performed. 

In our Parasha we find how Avraham Avinu re-

fused to take any gifts from the King of Sodom, 

expressing how even ‘a string or a shoelace I will not 

accept.’ Chazal teach us that Avraham Avinu was 

rewarded greatly for this, in that his descendants 

would merit to fulfill the Mitzvah of Tzitzis (repre-

senting the string), and Tefillin (because the straps of 

the Tefillin represent the shoelaces that he would not 

accept). 

The question really is, what was the middah 

kineged middah (measure for measure) in the reward 

for this specific refusal?  

My esteemed father-in-law, Dr. Allen Brickman 

explained: Avraham Avinu said that he did not want 

people to say that he became wealthy from the King 


